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Why	Upfront	Enforcement?
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Proportion	(%)	of	Total	Complaints	by	Type,	2013-2017
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Proportion	(%)	of	Premises	investigated	by	Local	Board,	
2013-2017
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What	did	we	find?
• Papakura
– Premises	checked:	31
– Clubs:	11
– Taverns:	5
– Restaurants:	14	
– Cinema:	1
– No.	sold	cigs:	1	
– Non-compliant:	3	(club	1,	
taverns,	2)
– Compliance	rate	90%
• Outcome:	3	non-compliant	
premises	gone	smokefree
• Manurewa
– Premises	checked:	20
– Clubs:	10
– Taverns:	7
– Restaurants:	2	
– Sports	centre:	1
– No.	sold	cigs:	0	
– Non-compliant:	2	(2	Clubs)
– Compliance	rate	90%
• Outcome:	One	premise	
gone	smokefree
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Lessons	Learnt
• All	licensees	fully	understood	their	legal	obligations
• Targeting	all	premises	meant	we	eliminated	the	
unfairness	tag
• Not	receiving	complaints	does	not	mean	premises	
are	compliant
• The	limitations	of	passive	compliance	enforcement
• The	benefits	of	active	enforcement	vs	the	resources	
required
• The	concept	of	power	(voice)															
• What	is	“normal”?
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